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Document 5 

2 1. nguyen thanh binh 13 feb pays tet visit to ha son binh province (3 min, 
text) 

3 2. vietnam-ussr friendship association held function to mark 41st 
anniversary of vietnam-soviet diplomatic relations (1 min, filed from vna 
131445) 

4 3. ha tuyen grain sector purchased more rice for distribution to people 
during tet festival (1 min) 

5 4. thua thien-hue: agricultural cooperatives plant more winter- spring 
rice (1 min) 

6 5. quang ngai tax sector collected more industrial, trade taxes (1 min) 
7 6. ho chi minh city strives to renovate airport to provide more facilities 

to tourists (1 min) 
8 7. phnom penh: a japanese delegation visits cambodia to study economic 

situation of the country (und min) 
9 8. voa quoted iraqi sources as saying that the bunker bombed by u.s. 

aircraft on 13 feb was a shelter for civilians (1 min) 
10 9. bbc quoted iraqi sources as saying that one allied aircraft was shot 

down 13 feb (und min) ---------------- ------- -- ---- ----- --~------
11 10. afp: iranian news agency said many eastern cities were shaking 12 feb 

due to allied bombing in iraq (1 min) 
12 11. cbs: the u.s. has decided to provide israel with codes indentifying \ 

all flying objects. (und min) 
13 12. israeli defense minister said the israeli air force may help destroy 

iraqi scud missile network (1 min) 
14 13. afp: iraqi foreign minister will meet with gorbachev in moscow 18 feb 

(und min) 
15 14. station correspondent thanh binh's partially recorded report on new 

year atmosphere in hanoi, presenting busy trade activities at streets in 
the capital where people going shopping and enjoying new year festivities. 
(17 min, with music). 

16 15. weather forecast. BP501402.022 140500 14/0902z feb BT 
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